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Archery is a fun sport that many can enjoy. Although it’s easy to just pick up a bow and start shooting, it 
doesn’t mean you’re shooting the right equipment for you. Many factors come into play when choosing your 
equipment such as age, height, gender, handedness, intentions and more. While simply picking up a bow 
off the internet may seem easy enough, you may be shooting the wrong setup. This could cause bad form, 
erratic	arrow	flight,	inconsistent	grouping,	equipment	damage	or	even	bodily	harm.	What	works	well	for	
one person can be completely wrong for another.

To	help	you	avoid	these	issues,	we’ve	compiled	this	Shooter’s Guide to help you choose the right 
equipment for you. There are a lot of options to choose from and our goal is to make this process as simple 
and straightforward as possible.  

That	said,	if	at	any	time	you	are	feeling	overwhelmed	or	unsure	about	any	of	the	advice	given	in	this	guide,	
please reach out to your local bow shop for hands-on support. This guide is not meant to eliminate the need 
for a bow-tech, but help you make informed decisions about the equipment you need.

Now,	let’s	find	the	right	equipment	for	you	so	you	can	get	out	and	start	shooting!

Choosing The Right Equipment
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The	first	step	in	choosing	the	right	equipment	is	knowing	your	draw	length.	Draw	length	is	simply	the	
measurement from your arrow rest to the apex of the string at full draw. You can go to your local archery 
shop to determine your exact draw length using a bow and faux arrow with measurements marked. If you 
do	not	have	a	local	bow	shop	nearby	or	simply	want	to	calculate	draw	length	yourself,	you	can	with	a	few	
simple tools.

Determining Draw Length

1

2

First, grab a tape measure and a calculator. Next, simply measure your armspan from the tip of 
your	middle	finger	on	one	hand	to	the	middle	finger	of	your	other	hand.	This	is	best	measured	
with the help of a friend. Arms should be straight out with palms facing forward. Be sure you’re 
not stretching your arms back behind you  or pushing them forward, otherwise the measurement 
will	be	off.	Take	note	of	this	measurement	and	move	on	to	the	next	step. 

With	your	armspan	measured,	simply	divide	that	number	by	2.5	(two	and	a	half)	and	that’s	your	
draw length. Easy, right?

To	give	a	quick	example,	let’s	say	your	armspan	is	70	inches	across.	You	simply	divide	70in	by	2.5	and	you	
get	28	inches	(70in	/	2.5	=	28in	draw	length).

Determining	your	draw	length	is	pretty	simple,	it	just	takes	a	couple	minutes	and	you’re	ready	to	move	on	to	
the next step in the process. 
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The	next	thing	to	consider	is	your	actual	bow	length.	Now,	this	will	vary	depending	on	which	bow	style	you	
choose.	Recurve	and	longbow	styles	are	longer	from	tip	to	tip,	while	compound	bows	are	shorter.	Here	are	
a	few	guidelines	to	follow	if	you’re	shooting	a	more	traditional	recurve	or	longbow.	Bow	length	follows	draw	
length, so the longer your draw length, the longer your bow will generally be.

Compound Bow Length:

Compound	bow	length	is	not	quite	as	specific	as	a	recurve.	A	full-grown	adult	can	shoot	a	very	short	or	
longer	bow	as	long	as	it	has	draw	length	adjustibility	to	meet	their	needs.	However,	the	shorter	the	bow	
length	(axle	to	axle),	the	more	“unforgiving”	the	bow	generally	is.	Unforgiving	is	a	term	used	to	describe	a	
bow	that	is	very	susceptible	to	user	error,	making	it	harder	to	shoot	consistently	accurate.	The	longer	the	
axle	to	axle,	the	more	forgiving	and	consistent	you	will	be.	

Note*	One	important	thing	to	consider	is	“brace	height”.	Brace	height	is	the	distance	between	the	deepest	
part of the handle and your bowstring. A shorter brace height will increase speed, but make the bow less 
forgiving.	Compare	bow	models	and	choose	a	brace	height	that’s	on	the	larger	side	for	more	forgiveness.	As	
a	ballpark	reference,	a	brace	height	of	6”	or	less	would	be	considered	quite	short	for	an	adult	bow.

Recurve Bow Length:

Draw Length Bow Length

14”	-	16” 48”	Bow

17”	-	20” 54”	Bow

20”	-	22” 58”	Bow

22”	-	24” 62”	Bow

24”	-	26” 64”	-	66”	Bow

26”	-	28” 66”	to	68”	Bow

28”	-	30” 68”	-	70”	Bow

31”+ 70”	-	72”	Bow

Determining Bow Length
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The	next	step	in	the	process	is	to	determine	your	draw	weight.	Draw	weight	(also	known	as	“poundage”)	
is	equal	to	the	amount	of	force	necessary	to	pull	a	bow	back	to	full-draw.	If	you	have	an	idea	of	what	
poundage	you’re	comfortable	pulling,	you	can	move	onto	the	next	step.	However,	if	you’re	brand	new	to	
archery,	I’ve	included	a	couple	tables	below	showing	draw	weights	you	may	be	comfortable	with.	 
 
*note: It’s better to error on the side of caution and choose a bow with lighter draw weight. Shooting more 
weight	than	you	can	handle	will	cause	you	to	develop	bad	habits	and	possibly	injure	yourself	or	others	while	
shooting. Choose a lighter poundage bow and work your way up as you become stronger. I shoot a 60lb 
compound for target archery. My mom shoots about 40 lbs now, but started around 20lbs for reference.

recurve/LongBow archer’s Draw weight

Small Children 10-15 lbs

Large-Frame Children 15-25 lbs

Female 25-35 lbs

Large-Frame Female 30-45 lbs

Male 40-55 lbs

Large-Frame Male 45-60 lbs

compounD archer’s Draw weight

Small Children 10-15 lbs

Large-Frame Children 15-25 lbs

Female 25-40 lbs

Large-Frame Female & Youth Male 40-50 lbs

Male 55-65 lbs

Large-Frame Male 65-80 lbs

Determining Draw Weight
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The next and most challenging step is choosing the right arrows for your setup. Choosing the wrong arrows  
will	result	in	bad	arrow	flight	and	inconsistent	impact.	When	talking	about	the	“right	arrows”,	we	are	
specifically	referring	to	arrow	spine.	Arrow	spine	is	simply	the	amout	of	flex	an	arrow	has	under	a	certain	
amount	of	stress.	You	need	just	the	right	amount	of	arrow	flex	for	straight,	consistent	arrow	flight.	 

Determining correct arrow spine will depend on a number of things including tip weight, draw weight, and 
draw length. Additionally,	each	arrow	manufacteror	varies	in	which	spine	will	fit	your	setup.	Thankfully, 
most	arrow	companies	provide	charts	to	help	you	find	your	correct	arrow	spine.	Examples	of	arrow	
manufacturers include GoldTip, Easton, and 3RiversArchery among others.

I’ve	included	longbow/recurve	and	compound	arrow	charts	below	for	illustrative	purposes.	Please	refer	
to	arrow	charts	released	by	the	manufacturer	to	find	the	right	arrow	spine	for	you.	Again,	if	you	have	any	
issues, please reach out to your local bow shop to be certain of your choices.

Choosing Your Arrows

Longbow & Recurve Arrow Charts

https://www.goldtip.com/
https://eastonarchery.com/
https://www.3riversarchery.com/
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Choosing Your Arrows II
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Choosing Your Arrows III
Compound Arrow Charts

The top three charts are referenced from 3RiversArchery and the last two are referenced from Easton 
archery. With draw length, draw weight, and tip weight in mind, seek out your preferred arrow manufaterer 
to	find	the	correct	arrow	spine.	

Note* What makes this a bit tricky is that you can make minor adjustments to alter or compensate for 
arrow	spine.	For	example,	cutting	an	arrow	shorter	will	make	it	more	stiff	-	adding	a	heaver	tip	will	make	
it	less	stiff,	and	recurve	plunger	button	stiffness	is	adjustable	to	comensate	for	your	arrow	spine.	So,	I	
recocommend using this information as a baseline to get you started in the right direction.

Below	you’ll	find	Easton	arrow	charts	for	a	compound	bow	shooting	aluminum	and	carbon.	It’s	a	little	hard	
to read, so feel free to check out the full size chart on the Easton website.

https://www.3riversarchery.com/pdf/ArrowCharts.pdf
https://eastonarchery.com/
https://eastonarchery.com/
https://eastonarchery.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Hunting-Arrow-Chart-2019-2-1.pdf
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Choosing Arrow Nocks

Types Of Arrow Nocks

Choosing	arrow	nocks	for	your	setup	can	be	a	little	challenging,	but	well	cover	the	options	available	to	you	
and	the	size	you’ll	need	to	fit	your	bowstring	correctly.		

press Fit nocks
Press	fit	nocks	are	the	most	popular	today	and	can	be	used	with	most	carbon	and	aluminum	shafts.	As	
the name implies, these nocks slide into place by pressing the nock post into the arrow shaft. No glue is 
required,	you	simply	press	them	in	or	pull	them	out	as	necessary.	This	makes	indexing	your	arrows	very	
easy	as	you	can	adjust	them	as	necessary	for	clearance.	In	order	to	find	the	right	nocks,	you	need	to	know	
your arrow diameter. The following are some common sizes, but check with your arrow manufacturer to be 
sure.

•	G	&	F	Nocks:	.166in	inside	diameter
•	X	&	A	Nocks:	.204in	inside	diameter
•	H	&	HE:	.234in	inside	diameter 
•	S	Nocks	(Super	nocks):	.244in	inside	diameter
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Choosing Arrow Nocks  II

pin nocks
Pin	nocks	are	popular	among	competitive	archers	who	want	to	minimize	damage	to	their	arrows.	They	also	
help	minimize	deflection	of	their	own	arrows	into	lower	scoring	parts	of	the	target.	Personally,	I	use	pin	
nocks and will continue to use them to help minimize damage to my arrow shafts.

overnocks
Overnocks	are	most	common	on	carbon	shafts,	but	other	materials	are	possible	such	as	fiberglass	and	
aluminum. These nocks are designed to go around the arrow shaft and glued into place. This style of nock is 
not common among professionals and more common among beginner archers. 
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Choosing Arrow Nocks  III

conventional nocks
This	nock	design	is	used	on	aluminum	arrows	with	cone-shaped	back	ends	called	the	“swage”.	They	come	
in	many	sizes	to	fit	your	arrow	diameter	and	are	held	in	place	by	glue.	This	design	was	very	common	in	the	
past,	but	people	have	started	to	transition	more	towards	pin	nocks	and	press	fit	nocks.

One	very	important	thing	to	consider	is	your	groove	sizing.	The	groove	is	the	opening	between	the	nock	
posts	and	determines	how	well	the	arrow	snaps	on	your	string.	There	are	generally	two	groove	sizes,	small	
and	large.	Small	groove	nocks	are	best	for	low	poundage	recurve	bows,	while	large	nocks	are	best	for	
compound	bows	and	recurves	with	thicker	strings.	

When	snapped	on	the	string,	you	should	hear	an	audible	click.	The	arrow	should	not	fit	too	tight	or	too	
loose. If the arrow slides around or falls off of the string, it’s too loose. If it’s hard to attach to the string and 
causes your arrow to raise off of your rest, it’s too tight. 

Groove Sizing
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Choosing Arrow Tips

To determine your arrow tip weight, it’s best to reference the arrow charts presented earlier in this guide. 
Your	arrow	tip	weight	affects	the	amount	of	flex	your	arrow	experiences,	so	it’s	an	important	consideration.	
The	heavier	the	tip	weight,	the	more	the	arrow	flexes	and	vice	versa	for	lighter	tip	weights.	For	instance,	if	
you	determine	that	your	arrows	are	too	stiff	for	your	setup,	you	can	try	using	a	heavier	tip	to	compensate.	If	
arrow spine is too weak, you can use a lighter tip, shorten the arrow, or buy stiffer spined arrows.

Bullet points
Bullet	point	arrow	tips	are	a	very	popular	and	classic	design	that	are	used	for	practicing.	They	are	called	
bullet points because of their traditional shape that resembles a bullet. Bullet tips are great for practicing 
as	they	significantly	reduce	the	impact	once	they	hit	a	target	and	hold	up	extremely	well.	Their	large	and	
curved	shape	makes	them	easy	to	remove	from	targets.	This	makes	them	an	excellent	choice	for	bag	
targets,	foam	targets,	or	even	carpet	or	grass	targets.

target points
Target	points	are	very	similar	to	bullet	points	and	serve	the	same	basic	purposes.	The	major	difference	
between	target	points	and	bullet	points	is	their	shape.	Target	points	have	a	short,	cone-shaped	design	
made	for	target	practice.	This	makes	them	much	more	aerodynamic	than	bullet	points	and	provide	more	
target	penetration.	The	deeper	penetration	and	design,	however,	make	target	points	more	difficult	to	
remove	from	targets	than	bullet	or	field	tips.

Arrow Tip Weight

Arrow Tip Options
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Choosing Arrow Tips II

Field points
Field points are one of the most common types of arrow tips. These are used for target practice and 
occasionally	hunting	smaller	game.	Their	design	features	a	precise	point	that	flares	into	a	wider	shoulder	up	
near	the	base.	This	special	design	allows	the	arrow	to	avoid	sticking	in	the	target	and	absorbs	impact.	Field	
tips are so popular because they offer much more precision and penetration than bullet and target points.

combo points
Combo	points	are	a	perfect	mixture	of	both	bullet	and	field	tips.	This	design	has	a	pronounced	tip	that	
features	a	gentler	flare	that	broadens	to	a	distinct	should	near	its	base.	Combo	points	are	made	for	target	
shooting and practice, although they can be used for hunting small game. 3D and target shooters commonly 
use	these	tips	because	they	are	very	accurate	thanks	to	their	aerodynamic	design.	They	are	also	easily	
removed	from	all	types	of	targets.

pin points
For ultimate accuracy when shooting in competitions, many target archers will use pin points. These archery 
points	are	designed	to	have	a	straight,	tapering	angle	from	its	tip.	This	gives	them	high	penetration	ability,	
even	on	tougher	targets.	This	also	allows	these	tips	to	puncture	straight	and	deep.	Pin	points	are	usually	
only	used	in	high	accuracy	competitions	by	high-level	archers.
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Choosing Arrow Tips III

Bludgeon tips
Bludgeon tips were designed for hunting small game. Instead of cutting or penetrating as most arrow tips, 
bludgeon	tips	use	energy	transference.	Upon	impact	with	an	animal,	these	tips	help	deliver	a	giant	impact	
and	blunt	force	trauma.	Bludgeon	tips	come	in	a	large	variety	of	different	shapes	and	sizes.	Some	bludgeon	
tips	even	have	the	ability	to	slip	over	the	top	of	regular	field	or	practice	points.

Blunt tips
Blunt tips are essentially the same as bludgeon tips, although their design is a little different. These tips are 
a	simple	cylinder	shape	with	little	to	no	tapering	or	flaring.	These	tips	are	used	for	hunting	small	game	like	
squirrels, rabbits, and small birds.

Bulge points
Bulge points look similar to bullet points except that they are wider in the center than the arrow shaft. They 
also function similar to bullet points and are primarily used for target practice. These points will hit a target 
hard	and	leave	a	big	hole,	although	they	do	not	penetrate	very	well.	They	are	also	somewhat	difficult	to	
remove	from	a	target	when	retrieving	arrows.
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Choosing Arrow Tips IV

Judo points
Judo	points	are	another	point	used	specifically	for	small	game	hunting.	They	are	perfect	for	birds	and	
squirrels	where	there	is	thick	brush	and	tall	grass.	This	is	because	these	tips	have	small	spring-like	arms	
that are designed to catch brush and other objects. This keeps them from becoming lost when shooting at 
animals on the ground. One of the more unique archery points, judo points should be used with caution as 
the outreaching arms can catch and puncture other objects.

Broadheads
Broadheads	are	specifically	used	for	hunting.	Generally,	you	cannot	use	these	at	an	archery	range	unless	
they	have	a	dedicated	target	for	them.	This	is	something	you	would	need	to	practice	with	at	home	or	
somewhere	with	your	own	target.	Hunting	is	a	little	outside	the	scope	of	this	course,	but	there	are	fixed	
blade,	removeable	blade,	and	mechanical	blade	broadheads...each	with	their	own	positive	and	negative	
attributes. These types of tips are designed to maximize cutting power for large game. 

choosing what’s right For You
Choosing the right arrow tips for you really comes down to your intentions, whether it’s target, hunting, or 
some	combination	of	both.	Personally,	I’ve	seen	a	lot	of	the	tips	listed	above	and	have	preferred	field	tips	
for	most	of	my	life.	You’re	welcome	to	try	any	number	of	tips	available,	but	if	you’re	looking	for	a	safe	bet	to	
start	out,	I’d	recommend	field	tips.	
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Choosing Your Arrow Fletching
choosing Your Fletching type
There	are	basically	two	general	feltching	options	to	choose	from,	feathers	or	vanes.	Feathers	are	most	often	
used	with	longbow	and	recurve	setups	because	it’s	more	fitting	for	the	style.	Compound	shooters	most	
often	use	plastic	vanes	because	they	fit	the	style	and	last	longer.	That	said,	you	can	shoot	feathers	through	
a	compound	bow	or	plastic	vanes	through	a	recurve	if	you	have	the	right	setup.	It’s	really	up	to	you,	but	we’ll	
dive	in	a	bit	deeper	to	help	you	decide.	

Feathers vs. vanes
Feathers	are	crucial	for	those	shooting	off	of	the	shelf	of	your	bow.	Feathers	lay	flatter	upon	release	and	are	
less	affected	as	they	pass	by	the	riser.	They	also	have	excellent	ability	to	stabilize	the	arrow	during	flight.	
If	you	shoot	a	recurve	bow	with	an	arrow	rest	and	plunger	system,	you	have	the	option	to	shoot	vanes	
because	of	improved	clearance.	

That said, feathers are not great in all situations. Feathers are much more fragile and can get water-logged 
during	wet	weather,	affecting	arrow	flight.	Feathers,	while	fast	upon	release,	also	tend	to	slow	down	
quickly	at	further	distances.	This	is	where	plastic	vanes	offer	an	alternative.	Vanes	are	much	more	resiliant	
to damage and water issues. They also allow for long distance shooting while offering great stability. So, 
picking	feathers	or	vanes	really	comes	down	to	which	style	you	shoot,	the	conditions	you	shoot	in,	and	the	
distances	you’ll	be	shooting.	In	general,	I’d	reccommend	plastic	vanes	for	compound,	feathers	for	longbow,	
and	feathers	for	recurve	unless	you	have	a	rest	&	plunger	rest...allowing	for	clearance	of	plastic	vanes.	

Fletching Length & height
Once	you’ve	decided	on	feathers	or	vanes,	it’s	time	too	look	at	dimensions.	The	larger	the	fletching	is,	
the	more	stabilization	and	forgiving	the	arrow	will	fly.	The	smaller	the	fletching,	the	faster	and	further	it	
will	fly...but	with	less	forgiveness.	Some	archers	even	choose	to	shoot	four	fletches	instead	of	three	for	
more	stabilization,	so	it’s	really	up	to	you.	However,	as	a	beginner	I	would	suggest	three	fletches	on	the	
larger	side	because	you’re	looking	for	accuracy,	not	speed.	Personally,	I	use	Bohning	Blazer	Vanes for my 
compound	setup.	They	are	designed	for	hunting,	but	provide	excellent	stabilization	for	target	shooting.

https://www.bohning.com/portfolio-item/hunting-vanes/
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Choosing Your Arrow Fletching II
Fletching & arrow spin
Lastly, you should take into consider the application of your feathers. While teaching you how to glue 
feathers	onto	your	arrows	is	out	of	scope	for	this	course,	you	should	be	aware	of	how	fletching	affects	
arrow	spin.	Fletching	applied	straight	in-line	with	the	arrow	shaft	flies	fastest	with	little	spin.	Offset	
fletching	is	slightly	offset	from	one	side	of	the	fletch	to	the	other,	making	the	arrow	spin	more	during	flight.	
Helical	fletching	is	offset	even	more,	creating	a	slight	curve	in	appearance.	This	creates	more	spin,	more	
stability,	and	more	drag.	Personally,	I	shoot	offset	fletching	for	improved	stability	and	less	drag.

You	can	see	below	an	example	of	offset	fletching	on	both	feathers	and	vanes.	If	you	look	carefully,	the	
bottom	of	the	vane	is	to	the	left	and	the	top	edge	is	slightly	to	the	right,	creating	an	offset	fletching.	This	
adds	more	stability	than	straight	fletching	and	produces	less	drag	than	helical	fletching,	so	I	consider	it	a	
solid middle ground between the two.
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Choosing Your Arrow Rest
There	are	many	arrow	rests	available	today.	However,	there	are	about	7	general	rest	designs	available	
within archery. Which style of rest you choose depends on the style, conditions, and release aid of your 
choice.	To	help	you	make	an	informed	decision,	we’ll	cover	each	rest	design	and	which	archery	style	is	
suited for that design. 

shelf rest
A	shelf	rest	is	the	most	basic	type	of	arrow	rest	used	by	both	longbow	and	recurve	archers.	It	is	different	
from other rests as it’s generally fabric material placed on the bow shelf rather than a standalone arrow rest. 
To	put	it	simply,	a	shelf	rest	is	material	that	helps	protect	the	bow	shelf	and	provides	a	surface	for	the	arrow	
to rest. Some commonly used materials include felt, rug, and animal hair among others. This is the most 
basic	type	of	arrow	rest	and	is	ideal	for	certain	recurves	and	longbows.	Although	some	longbows	require	
you	to	shoot	off	of		your	hand!

stick-on rest
Stick-on	rests	are	very	basic	and	attach	by	simply	sticking	to	a	recurve	bow	with	adhesive.	They	come	in	a	
variety	of	different	styles	and	are	very	affordable.	The	design	consists	of	a	small	arm	or	prong	that	extends	
to	support	your	arrow.	Many	archers	opt	to	use	a	stick-on	rest	if	their	recurve	is	not	drilled	to	accept	a	
screw-in	rest.	This	provides	them	with	a	consistent	arrow	rest	that	can	be	used	with	feathers.	Plastic	vanes	
can	be	used,	but	unless	perfectly	tuned,	you’ll	likely	have	clearance	issues	and	inconsistent	arrow	flight.
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Choosing Your Arrow Rest II

screw-in rest
Screw-in	rests	are	similar	to	stick-on	rests	except	they	actually	screw	into	your	recurve	bow.	This	makes	
them	much	more	durable	and	accurate.	This	is	a	step	up	from	the	stick-on	rest	for	recurve	bows	as	they	
provide	solid	and	secure	arrow	support.	Their	design	is	similar	to	stick-on	rests	with	the	use	of	a	small	arm	
or	prong	for	the	arrow	to	rest	upon.	While	most	ideal	for	feathers,	they	be	used	with	plastic	vanes	if	tuned	
well.	These	are	a	great,	affordable	option	for	archers	looking	for	improved	accuracy	and	adjustability.	

rest and plunger
Arrow plungers are not necessarily a type of rest, but rather an accessory to be used along with a rest. 
A	plunger	is	a	small	cylinder	that	screws	in	above	your	arrow	rest.	It	contains	a	spring	and	contacts	your	
arrow	horizontally.	These	plungers	serve	two	main	purposes.	First,	they	help	center	the	shot	and	support	
your	arrow.	Second,	they	help	to	absorb	any	arrow	imperfections	when	the	arrow	is	shot.	Arrows	flex	when	
shot	and	a	plunger	absorbs	any	inconsistencies	from	lateral	flex,	giving	it	a	straight	path	as	it	leaves	your	
bow.	This	setup	is	ideal	for	recurve	archers	looking	for	accuracy	and	can	be	shot	using	feathers	or	vanes.	
Compound	shooters	should	also	choose	this	rest	if	they	prefer	shooting	with	fingers.
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Choosing Your Arrow Rest III

Launcher rest
Launcher	rests	are	a	very	simple	type	of	compound	arrow	rest.	These	rests	are	made	up	of	two	prongs	or	a	
single blade that sticks up to support your arrow. This design helps to minimize contact with the arrow and 
is	extremely	reliable	and	affordable.	The	downside,	however,	is	that	the	arrow	can	easily	fall	off	of	the	rest	
as the bow is tilted. Launcher rests are best suited for the target shooters because the arrow may fall off of 
the rest in hunting situations. I shot a two prong rest for years with no issues, so this is one design I would 
recommend for target shooting. 

containment rest
Containment	rests	were	designed	to	solve	the	issue	of	launcher	rests,	by	providing	full	containment	and	
support	for	the	arrow.	When	your	arrow	is	on	a	containment	rest,	it	fully	encapsulates	and	prevents	it	from	
falling	off	the	rest.	There	are	no	moving	parts	and	your	arrow	is	fully	contained	at	all	times.

These	rests	are	perfect	for	compound	archers	who	are	moving	around	with	a	nocked	arrow	or	shooting	at	
odd angles, making them a great option for hunting. While they are great for hunting, they are not great for 
perfect	accuracy.	Full	containment	of	the	arrow	means	the	arrow	and	fletching	have	more	contact	with	the	
rest, which can introduce inconsistencies. So, while they are great for hunting, I would not recommend this 
design for target shooters.
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Choosing Your Arrow Rest III

Drop-away rest
Last	but	not	least,	we	have	drop	away	rests.	These	rests	are	the	most	technologically	advanced	rests	and	
by	far	the	most	accurate.	I’ve	been	shooting	a	drop	away	rest	for	a	number	of	years	and	it’s	my	rest	of	
choice for target or hunting situations. These rests usually offer full containment but drop away from the 
arrow upon release. This means nothing is touching the arrow as it clears the riser, allowing for much more 
accuracy.

There	are	two	basic	types	of	drop	away	rests,	limb	driven	and	cable-driven.	The	difference	between	the	two	
is where they connect to the bow. Both work to lift the rest as you draw back by physical changes to the 
limbs	or	cables..	Limb	driven	is	connected	to	your	bow’s	limbs,	while	a	cable-driven	drop	away	functions	
thanks to your bow’s cables. The biggest downside to drop away rests are their complexity. They can be a 
little tricky to set up and tune, but they offer the most accuracy for compound shooters.

which rest is right For You?
There	are	a	lot	of	rest	options	here	and	it	may	seem	a	little	overwhelming	to	decide	on	which	one	you’ll	
need.	I’ll	try	and	provide	a	little	guidance	so	you	can	make	an	informed	decision.

•	 Longbow: There aren’t many options for longbow archers, so you’re going to either be shooting off of 
your hand or off of the shelf of your bow, possibly with some kind of padding. 

•	 Recurve: If you’re not really concerned about accuracy and want to throw a few arrows, a stick-on rest 
is	fine.	If	you’re	looking	for	improved	accuracy,	pick	up	a	screw-in	rest.	If	you	want	the	most	accuracy	
possible, get a rest and plunger setup. 

•	 Compound:	If	you’re	going	to	be	shooting	compound	with	fingers,	get	a	rest	and	plunger	design.	If	
you’re shooting with a release, there are a few options depending on your intentions. If you’re hunting, 
purchase a drop-away or full containment rest. If you’re a target shooter, I’d get a drop-away or 
launcher rest....but a drop-away rest is most common these days.
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Choosing Your Accessories
As	an	archer,	you’re	going	to	need	a	few	accessories.	How	many	accessories	you	choose	depends	on	your	
style	and	preferences.	That	said,	every	archer	will	need	the	basics	of	a	bow	(with	a	string)	and	arrows.	From	
there,	it’s	really	up	to	you.	Here	are	a	few	things	you	may	want	to	add	for	improved	accuracy	and	comfort.

If	you’re	just	getting	started	with	archery,	I	completely	understand	how	overwhelming	this	all	can	be.	It’s	
hard	enough	finding	the	right	bow	and	arrows	for	your	setup	alone.	Choosing	from	all	the	accessories	
available	just	adds	to	it.	That	said,	I’m	doing	my	best	to	make	this	as	simple	as	possible.	If	you’d	like	full	
equipment	suggestions	across	all	the	different	styles,	I’ve	compiled	a	whole	page	of	recommendations	to	
help	you	get	started.	Just	follow	the	link	below	and	you’ll	find	all	my	top	equipment	suggestions.	Thank	you	
for	purchasing	the	Archery	Foundations	course	and	I	look	forward	to	seeing	you	out	on	the	range!

•	 arrow Quiver:	An	arrow	quiver	is	crucial,	every	archer	of	every	style	uses	a	quiver	to	hold	their	arrows.
•	 Bow stringer:	If	you	shoot	a	longbow	or	recurve,	you	need	a	bow	stringer	to	string	your	bow.
•	 Finger/wrist sling:	If	you’re	looking	for	improved	accuracy,	Olympic	style	archers	and	compound	

shooters	should	use	a	finger	or	wrist	sling.	This	will	help	reduce	errors	into	your	shot.
•	 arm guard: If you’re a begginer, an arm guard is important to protect your forearm from the string.
•	 string wax: You need to wax your string or it will become frayed and deteriorate.
•	 sights:	If	you	want	to	drastically	improve	your	accuracy,	recurve	and	compound	archers	should	

purchase a well-made bow sight.
•	 release aid:	Finger	shooters	should	use	a	finger	tab/glove	to	help	the	string	slide	easily	and	protect	

your	fingers	upon	release.	Mechanical	release	shooters	should	use	a	release	to	help	further	reduce	errors	
in their shot. 

•	 stabilizer:	Recurve	and	compound	shooters	should	use	a	stabilizer	to	help	balance	the	bow	and	absorb	
vibration.		

•	 peep sight: If you’re shooting compound, you’ll want a peep sight. It acts as the rear sight of a gun and 
will help with consistency.

•	 arrow rest:	Longbow	archers	don’t	need	a	rest,	but	you	will	improve	your	accuracy	with	a	quality	rest	
on	both	recurve	and	compound	bows.

•	 string suppressors:	String	suppressors	come	in	a	variety	of	shapes	and	sizes.	They	are	simply	little	
shock absorbers attached to different parts of the bow. Limbs, string, cables, etc...they keep your bow 
quiet and reduce wear and tear on your setup. 

•	 additional options: You may need a few other things depending on your setup. A set of allen wrenches, 
nock plyers, arrow puller, bow case, targets, and much more. 

SEE	MY	TOP	RECOMMENDATIONS

https://shop.archeryforbeginners.com/recommendations/

